Abstract Looking for objects in cluttered natural environments is a frequent task in everyday life. This process can be difficult, because the features, locations, and times of appearance of relevant objects often are not known in advance. Thus, a mechanism by which attention is automatically biased toward information that is potentially relevant may be helpful. We tested for such a mechanism across five experiments by engaging participants in real-world visual search and then assessing attentional capture for information that was related to the search set but was otherwise irrelevant. Isolated objects captured attention while preparing to search for objects from the same category embedded in a scene, as revealed by lower detection performance (Experiment 1A). This capture effect was driven by a central processing bottleneck rather than the withdrawal of spatial attention (Experiment 1B), occurred automatically even in a secondary task (Experiment 2A), and reflected enhancement of matching information rather than suppression of nonmatching information (Experiment 2B). Finally, attentional capture extended to objects that were semantically associated with the target category (Experiment 3). We conclude that attention is efficiently drawn towards a wide range of information that may be relevant for an upcoming real-world visual search. This mechanism may be adaptive, allowing us to find information useful for our behavioral goals in the face of uncertainty.
Introduction
Searching for things in our environment is a common task in everyday life. Searches can be directed toward different kinds of information, varying from individual objects (e.g., locating your shopping cart in a crowded grocery store) to entire object categories (e.g., finding fresh fruit in the produce section). The selection of relevant information in visual search is thought to be accomplished by matching incoming visual information to an internally generated attentional set (Bundesen, 1990; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989) . Visual search appears to be most efficient when the exact appearance of a target is known in advance (Schmidt & Zelinsky, 2009; Wolfe, Horowitz, Kenner, Hyle, & Vasan, 2004) , enabling observers to implement a detailed attentional set. In naturalistic settings, however, visual search is made difficult by a number of uncertainties that are inherent to our typical visual environment.
First, the appearance of any object in a scene is virtually unconstrained, because it depends on factors, such as the perspective from which it is viewed, its distance from the observer, and the degree to which it is occluded by other objects. Second, visual search performance suffers when targets share features with surrounding distracters (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989) . This challenge is exacerbated in the real world, where the properties of both targets and nontargets are not always stable across time. For instance, which fruits and vegetables are available depends on the season. Third, the locations and points in time at which targets appear often are not known in advance.
The first two challenges suggest that searching for objects in the real world requires an abstract attentional set that is not bound to low-level features and can accommodate large variation in target and distracter appearance. The third challenge suggests that it would be adaptive to have mechanisms that automatically bias attention toward objects related to the search target so that they do not go unnoticed when they appear at unforeseen locations or times. The current research aimed to establish the existence of and investigate the properties of automatic capture by task-relevant information during real-world visual search that requires an abstract attentional set. For this purpose, we assessed the degree to which isolated and novel exemplars from an object category capture attention while participants prepare to detect the presence of objects rapidly from that category in subsequently presented natural scene photographs.
Past research using artificial search displays with relatively simple stimuli has demonstrated that attention is indeed reflexively captured by items that contain target-defining features-a phenomenon known as Bcontingent attentional capture^ (Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992) . For example, cues that suddenly appear in a display only disrupt the detection of a target at a different location if the target also appears suddenly, as opposed to being revealed by a color change; likewise, color cues only distract when searching for a color target and not an onset target (Folk et al., 1992) . These findings show that nontarget stimuli can capture attention when they match the current attentional set. Contingent attentional capture was first thought to be dependent exclusively upon the withdrawal of spatial attention from the task-relevant location (Folk, Leber, & Egeth, 2002) . While monitoring a central rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) stream of heterogeneously colored letters for a prespecified target color, peripheral distracters surrounding the central stream impair detection of an upcoming target if they appear in the target color, but not in a neutral or nontarget color. These results suggest that distracters that match the current attentional set divert spatial attention from the relevant target location. If the target follows in short succession, there is insufficient time to reallocate attention to the relevant location, resulting in more failures to detect the target. In subsequent studies, it was found that capture of nonspatial attention also can be contingent on the attentional set (Folk, Leber, & Egeth, 2008) . That is, a distracter sharing target-defining features disrupts detection of a target stimulus even if distracter and target are presented in the same spatial location. These results bear resemblance to the attentional blink (AB), in which the ability to report a second target in an RSVP task is impaired when the first target has been detected 200-600 ms beforehand (Chun & Potter, 1995) .
Even though most research investigating contingent attentional capture has focused on relatively simple and predictable target-defining features, such as onsets, color, and motion (Folk et al., 2002; Folk & Remington, 1998; Folk et al., 1992; Folk, Remington, & Wright, 1994) , there is some evidence that contingent attentional capture may occur for more abstract visual information, such as categorical information about objects. In one recent study (Wyble, Folk, & Potter, 2013) , participants monitored an RSVP stream for a conceptually defined target, such as Bamusement park ride,^and reported its identity at the end of the trial (e.g., roller coaster). Analogous to a standard contingent capture paradigm (Folk et al., 2002) , two distracter images were presented in the periphery before the target. When one of these images belonged to the target concept (e.g., ferris wheel), target detection performance was impaired. As in the early studies of contingent attentional capture (Folk et al., 2002) , this capture effect was found to depend on the withdrawal of spatial attention from the relevant target location. In this study, the only factor disqualifying peripheral distracters from acting as targets was the location in which they were presented. Consequently, it is difficult to discern from these results whether capture was fully automatic or whether participants may have actually confused the peripherally presented distracter for the target and voluntarily directed attention towards it.
Another recent study (Reeder & Peelen, 2013) demonstrated contingent capture of spatial attention for isolated objects while participants were preparing to detect the presence of an object category in photographs of natural scenes. On a subset of trials, the scenes were replaced by objects from a target and a distracter category, followed by a dot probe. Attentional capture was evident in that reaction times (RTs) on the probe detection task were shortest when the probe was presented in the same spatial location as the target category object. Because the probe detection task was presented only after the distracter displays in this experiment, there was no disincentive to attend to the target category exemplar. In consequence, participants may have voluntarily attended to the target category object rendering inferences regarding the automaticity of the observed capture effect difficult.
Finally, a related line of work is concerned with the effects an item held in working memory (WM) has on the deployment of attention during visual search (Soto, Heinke, Humphreys, & Blanco, 2005; Soto, Hodsoll, Rotshtein, & Humphreys, 2008) . WM-driven attentional guidance typically is investigated in dual task paradigms in which participants retain a stimulus in WM while searching for an independent target in a search array. On some trials, the search array contains a distracter that matches the WM item, while on others all distracters are novel items. Experiments using simple objects have found that RTs are prolonged on match trials relative to neutral trials, suggesting that the WM representation automatically guides attention towards the matching distracter (Soto et al., 2008) . Studies using more complex objects have yielded only mixed results regarding the degree to which attentional capture is dependent on the visual similarity between the WM item and the irrelevant distracters in the search display. One study (Bahrami Balani, Soto, & Humphreys, 2010) found guidance towards distracters that were exemplars of the same category as the WM item. There also was some evidence that distracters that were semantically associated with the WM item captured attention. Other studies, however, found that capture by distracters that matched the WM item category was abolished, when visual similarity between the different exemplars was reduced (Calleja & Rich, 2013) . In these experiments, both the WM item and the target stimulus tend to rely on similar representations, i.e., they are both objects, in some cases even objects from the same superordinate category (Bahrami Balani et al., 2010) . Thus, it can be difficult to disentangle the effects of WM-guided capture and capture by the target-related attentional set. Capture by the WM item, for instance, may be the result of blurring of the two concurrently held representations.
The current study extends the work reviewed above in four important ways. First, for the first time we show that contingent attentional capture by abstract visual information is not fully accounted for by the withdrawal of spatial attention. As is the case for simple features (Folk et al., 2002) , visual information that matches an abstract attentional set can capture nonspatial attention. Second, we investigated the extent to which contingent attentional capture can be explained by either enhanced processing of task-relevant information or the suppressed processing of task-irrelevant information. Third, contingent capture was previously examined within the search task itself and for objects that had some task-relevant features (by definition). Thus, it is hard to know whether such capture is purely reflexive or partially volitional. Studies of WM-driven attentional guidance begin to address this issue by measuring attentional capture on a secondary task. However, these studies have yielded mixed results regarding the extent to which attentional capture occurs for abstract visual information. Moreover, in some of these studies it can be difficult to disentangle the effects of the WM item and the search target on attentional capture, especially if they may rely on overlying attentional sets (Bahrami Balani et al., 2010) . Critically, in our task the search targets for the primary and secondary tasks were chosen such that the overlap in attentional sets was minimal (people, cars, and trees vs. triangle). Finally, we demonstrated that attention is not only captured by objects of a target category but also by visual information that is semantically associated with the target category. This is interesting for two reasons. First, it makes a strong case that attentional capture can occur for abstract visual information. Second, it adds to a growing body of research demonstrating that information stored in long-term memory influences attentional guidance (Hutchinson & Turk-Browne, 2012) .
Experiment 1A
Our first goal was to establish contingent attentional capture when the overlap between targets and distracters goes beyond simple visual features. For this purpose, we investigated whether task-irrelevant object category exemplars capture attention during preparation for real-world visual search.
Methods

Participants
Twelve members of the Princeton University community (aged 22-32 years, 10 females, normal or corrected-tonormal vision) provided informed consent to a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Princeton University. Procedures in all experiments adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki.
Stimuli and apparatus
Participants were seated 60 cm from a 21^CRT monitor with a refresh rate of 75 Hz. Stimuli were presented using Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) and the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997 ) against a white background. A black fixation cross subtending 0.5 × 0.5°was presented at the center of the screen throughout the experiment.
The category detection task included 1,280 grayscale photographs from an online database (Russell, Torralba, Murphy, & Freeman, 2008) , which depicted cityscapes and landscapes (Fig. 1A) . These scenes contained: only people, only cars, people and cars, or neither people nor cars. For every participant, 180 scenes from each of these 4 types were randomly selected. The scenes were presented centrally and subtended 9 × 7°of visual angle. Perceptual masks consisted of grayscale random noise masks with superimposed naturalistic structure (Walther, Caddigan, Fei-Fei, & Beck, 2009 ). They were presented centrally and were equal in size to the scenes. Letter cues (Bp^for people and Bc^for cars) were presented in blue and subtended 0.7 × 0.7°.
Distracter images consisted of grayscale photographs of 20 exemplars from three categories: people, cars, and trees (Fig. 1B) . The distracters subtended 5 × 5°and were presented at an eccentricity of 7.5°to either the left or right of the fixation cross.
Procedure and design
An example trial is depicted in Fig. 2A . Each trial began with a letter cue, indicating whether the task was to detect people (Bp^) or cars (Bc^) in the upcoming scene. The cue was followed by a delay period, ranging from 703 -2080 ms, before presentation of the scene. The duration of the scene was adjusted separately for each participant using a staircasing procedure that was conducted prior to the main experiment (80 % accuracy threshold). Across participants, scene presentation durations ranged from 53-80 ms (average 66 ms). Together, the scene and subsequent mask presentation always totaled 400 ms in duration. Participants were instructed to indicate as quickly and accurately as possible whether or not the cued Fig. 1 Example stimuli. A. Scene stimuli. In Exp. 1A, scenes contained either people, cars, people and cars, or neither people nor cars. In Exps. 1B-3, the same set of scene images was resorted for each group of participants to contain the cued, noncued, cued and noncued, or neither the cued nor the noncued category. B. Isolated exemplars from the people, cars, and tree category served as distracters in Exps. 1A and 1B. In Exps. 2A and 2B, the same stimuli were presented during the triangle task A. Trial structure. For each trial, participants were presented with a letter cue, indicating whether people (Bp^) or cars (Bc^) were the relevant category for that trial. For 75 % of all trials, an irrelevant distracter was presented to the left or right of the fixation cross with varying scene-distracter ISIs. Upon presentation of the scene, participants indicated via button press whether the cued object category was present in the scene or not. B. Distracter conditions. Distracters could either match the currently relevant category (green, cued), match the previously but not currently relevant category (red, noncued), or match a never task-relevant category (blue, neutral). For 25 % of all trials, no distracter was presented (grey, no distracter) category was present in the scene by pressing one response key for Babsent^and another for Bpresent.^Trials concluded with an intertrial interval that ranged from 1-1.75 s.
For 75 % of trials, a distracter was presented during the delay period. The interstimulus interval (ISI) between the distracter and subsequent scene was 150, 300, 450, 600, or 750 ms. The presentation duration of the distracter was matched to the duration of the scene based on previous contingent attentional capture paradigms (Folk et al., 2002) . Distracters were isolated exemplars of people, cars, or trees (Fig. 1B) . They could match ( Fig. 2B ): 1) the currently cued object category (people or cars; cued condition), 2) a previously but not currently cued object category (people or cars; noncued condition), or 3) a never task-relevant object category (trees; neutral condition).
All independent variables (search task, scene type, distracter type, distracter-scene ISI, and distracter location) were counterbalanced across 320 trials, which were divided into 4 blocks of 80 trials each. Time permitting, participants completed either two or three full sets of counterbalanced trials (i.e., 8 blocks (N = 9) or 12 blocks (N = 3)). This procedure ensured that, for each participant, every condition had the same number of trials. The different number of total trials across participants should have no systematic impact on the results, as this was a within-subjects design. Indeed, the pattern of results did not qualitatively change when the same number of trials was included in the analysis for all participants. Trials of all conditions were presented in random order.
Results and discussion
Accuracy
Figure 3 depicts accuracy on the category detection task as a function of distracter type and distracter-scene ISI. These accuracy scores were submitted to a 4 (distracter type: cued, noncued, neutral, no distracter) by 5 (ISI: 150, 300, 450, 600, 750) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA).
The analysis revealed a main effect of ISI [F(4, 44) = 5.06, p = 0.002, η p 2 = 0.32], which was driven by lower accuracy at the shortest ISI compared with all other ISIs (ps < 0.05). Critically, there was also an interaction between ISI and distracter type [F(12, 132) = 2.37, p = 0.009, η p 2 = 0.18]. To understand this interaction, we performed a one-way repeated measures ANOVA at each ISI with distracter type as the factor. At the shortest ISI, there was a main effect of distracter type [F(3,33) = 5.74, p = 0.003, η p 2 = 0.34]. Planned pairwise comparisons revealed that the main effect was due to lower accuracy for the cued distracter compared with all other distracter types (ps < 0.05). In contrast, category detection performance did not depend upon distracter type at any other ISI 
Signal detection theory measures
To unpack the accuracy results, we also analyzed performance with signal detection measures d' and β, which characterize sensitivity and criterion, respectively ( This effect was accounted for by lower sensitivity following cued distracters compared with incongruent (p = 0.012), neutral (p = 0.064), or no distracters (p = 0.017). Thus, attentional capture by the cued object category reduced participants' ability to detect target objects.
With respect to β, higher values indicate a more conservative response criterion, that is, a reduced false alarm rate at the cost of a lower hit rate. Once more, we observed a main effect of ISI [F(4, 44) = 4.40, p = 0.004, η p 2 = 0.29] that was driven by higher β values at the shortest compared with all other ISIs (ps < 0.08). Furthermore, there was a significant interaction between ISI and distracter type [F(12, 132) = 2.16, p = 0.017, η p 2 = 0.16]. This interaction was driven by a significant main effect of distracter type [F(3, 33) = 7.09, p = 0.001, η p 2 = 0.39] at the shortest ISI but not any of the remaining ISIs. Planned pairwise comparisons revealed that this main effect was driven by βs in the no distracter condition compared to neutral, noncued, and cued distracter types (ps < 0.05). Thus, the appearance of a distracter led to a general shift of becoming more Fig. 3 Results for Experiment 1A. Mean category detection accuracy as a function of distracter type and scene-distracter ISI. Distracters that matched the cued object category selectively reduced category detection accuracy at the shortest ISI. Error bars denote ± standard errors of the mean (SEM), corrected for within-subject comparisons. **p < 0.01 conservative about reporting a target object. This was numerically strongest in the cued distracter condition, suggesting that the lower sensitivity in this condition was caused by a reduction in the hit rate rather than an increase in the falsealarm rate.
Reaction times
Finally, we analyzed RTs to test for a speed-accuracy tradeoff. RTs for the first two participants were unavailable due to technical issues. A 4 (distracter type: cued, noncued, neutral, no distracter) by 5 (ISI: 150, 300, 450, 600, 750) repeatedmeasures ANOVA revealed a main effect of ISI [F(4, 36) = 31.65, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.78]. This effect was driven by longer RTs for shorter ISIs (when accuracy was lower) compared with longer ISIs. Furthermore, there was no difference in mean RT across the different distracter types at the 150 ms ISI [F(3, 27) = 1.844, p = 0.163, η p 2 = 0.17]. This pattern of results confirms that the decrement in accuracy for cued distracters at the shortest ISI cannot be explained by a speed-accuracy tradeoff.
The results from this experiment indicate that distracters that matched the cued object category transiently impaired the participants' ability to detect cued objects within scenes, providing evidence for selective attentional capture by distracters that match an abstract category-based attentional set.
Experiment 1B
Early research has suggested that attentional capture effects arise because the distracters that match the current attentional set lead to a disengagement of spatial attention from the location at which the target will appear (Folk et al., 2002) . Later work demonstrated that attentional capture by distracters sharing simple target-defining features also can be driven by a central rather than a spatial bottleneck. In this experiment, we aimed to assess whether the attentional capture by complex visual information observed in Experiment 1A can be fully accounted for by the withdrawal of spatial attention.
Methods
Participants
Twenty-eight Princeton University undergraduates (aged 18-22 years, 18 females, normal or corrected-to-normal vision) provided informed consent to a protocol approved by the Princeton University IRB. Four participants were excluded for not following task instructions (N = 1) or for poor overall performance (accuracy < 60 %, N = 2; RT > 2 SD from the group mean, N = 1). For purposes of counterbalancing, excluded participants were replaced so that the sample included 24 valid datasets. The number of participants in this experiment was increased from Experiment 1A due to the inclusion of an additional condition.
Stimuli and apparatus
The apparatus was identical to Experiment 1A. To ensure that any differences between conditions were not driven by incidental differences in processing of the three object categories, the assignment of task-relevance to object categories was fully counterbalanced across three groups of participants in this experiment (as opposed to always using the same category, trees, as the neutral condition in the previous experiment). For each group of participants, the 1,280 scenes were resorted according to the presence of 1) the cued category, 2) the noncued category, 3) both the cued and noncued categories, or 4) neither of the task-relevant categories. Any of the four scene types could randomly contain objects from the neutral category. For each subject, 120 scenes of each scene type were randomly selected from the overall scene database and presented twice over the course of the experiment. Distracter stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 1A. The critical manipulation was that they were presented either centrally or 7.5°to the left or right of fixation. 
Procedure and design
The basic task was identical to Experiment 1A with the following exceptions: First, based on the results of Experiment 1A, we focused on only two ISIs: 150 and 650 ms. Second, distracters appeared with equal probability in the periphery or at fixation. Presentation durations were again determined using a staircasing procedure and across participants ranged from 40-90 ms (average 66 ms). 
Results and discussion
Accuracy
Signal detection theory measures
To complement the accuracy analysis, d' also was analyzed as a function of distracter type, distracter-scene ISI, and distracter location. Most noteworthy, there was again a significant interaction between distracter type and ISI [F(3, 69) = 4.24, p = 0.008, η p 2 = 0.16], which was driven by a main effect of distracter type at the short ISI [F(3, 69) = 7.10, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.24]. Planned post-hoc comparisons revealed that d' was lower in the cued distracter condition compared with all other distracter conditions (ps < 0.01), suggesting a selective decrease in sensitivity. As observed in the accuracy data, there was no further interaction between distracter type, ISI, and distracter location [F(3, 69) = 0.65, p = 0.583, η p 2 = 0.03]. The pattern of results for β resembled that observed in Experiment 1A. A significant main effect of distracter type [F(3, 69) = 6.96, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.23], followed by planned pairwise comparisons, showed that participants adopted a more conservative response criterion following cued distracters compared with all other distracter types (ps < 0.05). A marginally significant interaction between distracter type and ISI [F(3,69) = 2.31, p = 0.084, η p 2 = 0.09] suggests that this effect was more pronounced at the 150 ms compared with the 650 ms ISI.
Reaction times
Mean RTs were entered into a 4 (distracter type: cued, noncued, neutral, no distracter) by 2 (ISI: 150, 600 ms) by 2 (distracter location: central, peripheral) repeated-measures ANOVA to test for a speed-accuracy tradeoff. This analysis yielded a significant main effect of ISI [F(1, 23) = 66.02, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.74 ], which was driven by longer RTs at the 150 ms compared with the 600 ms ISI. There was a significant main effect of distracter type at the 150 ms ISI regardless of distracter location [central: F(3, 69) = 4.77, p = 0.004, η p 2 = 0.17; peripheral: F(3, 69) = 8.10, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.26]. In both cases, this effect was accounted for by longer RTs in the cued distracter and no-distracter conditions compared with other distracter types. This pattern of results is inconsistent with a speed-accuracy tradeoff.
To summarize, Experiment 1B replicated the results of Experiment 1A in showing that object exemplars matching the current attentional set selectively capture attention at short ISIs. This was true regardless of whether the distracter overlapped spatially with the target location. Given that centrally presented distracters impaired performance on the category detection task in our study, explanations of the AB might apply to our findings (in place of, or in addition to, a spatial explanation). In particular, the AB is thought to arise from a central bottleneck, in which encoding of the second target fails when a capacity-limited second stage of processing is busy consolidating the first target (Chun & Potter, 1995; Dehaene, Fig. 5 Results for Experiment 1B. Mean category detection accuracy as a function of distracter type, distracter location, and scene-distracter ISI. Category detection accuracy was selectively impaired for distracters that matched the cued object category at short ISIs, independent of the distracter location. Error bars denote ± SEM, corrected for withinsubject comparisons Sergent, & Changeux, 2003; Dux & Marois, 2009; Jolicoeur & Dell'Acqua, 1999) .
In classical AB studies, the decrement in target performance lasts for stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) of 200-500 ms (Martens & Wyble, 2010) . We chose the ISIs based on Experiment 1A, in which the only significant effect was observed at the shortest ISI (corresponding on average to an SOA of 216 ms). Consequently, we cannot determine whether the capture effect observed is comparable in duration to that reported in other studies for the AB. It is not clear whether we would expect it to be, because the time course of the AB may vary between simple RSVP-based search tasks and more realworld search tasks as used here. For example, the length of the AB has been shown to depend on target category (Einhäuser, Koch, & Makeig, 2007) .
Experiment 2A
In Experiments 1A and 1B, attentional capture was measured indirectly as a decrement in performance on the real-world visual search task. The question arises whether the observed decrease in detection accuracy arises from truly involuntary attentional capture or rather reflects voluntary orienting towards the cued distracter. Therefore, in Experiment 2A we sought to measure attentional capture directly by using a secondary task for which the cued object category was completely irrelevant.
Methods
Participants
Fourteen Princeton University students (aged 19-29 years, 7 females, normal or corrected-to-normal vision) provided informed consent to a protocol approved by the Princeton University IRB. Two participants were excluded for performance on the category detection task (accuracy <60 %). For purposes of counterbalancing, excluded participants were replaced so that the sample included 12 valid datasets.
Stimuli and apparatus
The apparatus was identical to Experiments 1A and 1B. The stimuli used in the category detection task were the same as those used in Experiment 1B. For each participant, 96 exemplars of each of the four scene types were randomly selected from the overall image database.
This experiment also included a new Btriangle^task, in which two shapes were presented 2.5°to the left and right of the central fixation cross. The target in this task consisted of a triangle subtending 1.2 × 1.2°and outlined in light gray. It was presented in either an upright or inverted orientation. The distracter consisted of a square of the same size and color. Isolated exemplars from the people, car, and tree categories were presented within the triangle and square (Fig. 6A) . Sixteen different exemplars were used for each of the three categories.
Procedure and design
The category detection task was identical to the one used in Experiment 1B. Scene presentation duration was fixed at 70 ms for all participants based on the previous experiments.
We combined this task with the secondary triangle task, for which the cued category was irrelevant, in order to assess the degree to which attention is captured automatically. This task was inserted during the preparation period between the cue and scene of the category detection task. On each trial, a triangle and square were presented on either side of the fixation cross 1500 ms after the cue. Participants were instructed to indicate the orientation of the triangle via button press. The square was never task-relevant and thus served as a distracter. The triangle and square display remained present on the screen until response.
Presented within both the triangle and the square was a member of either the cued, noncued, or neutral category. An exemplar from one category was always paired with a member from another category, resulting in three different category pairs (cued -neutral, noncued -neutral, cued -noncued). For each pair, the category presented within the triangle and the square varied across trials, resulting in a total of six display types (Fig. 6B) . Critically, the category exemplars were completely irrelevant to the triangle task. Participants completed 8 runs of 48 trials each. Search task and scene type in the category task as well as display type, triangle orientation, and triangle location in the triangle task were all counterbalanced across the 384 trials of the experiment.
Prior to the start of the experiment, participants completed a practice block consisting of 10 trials of the triangle task, 10 trials of the category detection task, and 25 trials of the combined category detection and triangle task.
Results and discussion
Accuracy on the category detection task was on average 77.63 % [vs. chance: t(11) = 16.26, p < 0.001, d = 4.70], indicating that participants were able to hold the cue in mind over the duration of a trial and effectively search for the cued object category, despite the intervening secondary task. RTs on the triangle task were analyzed to assess whether attention was automatically drawn to the object belonging to the category that was relevant for the later search task. If so, we reasoned that participants should be faster to determine the orientation of the target triangle when it contains an exemplar from the cued category compared with when the cued category exemplar appears in the square. For trials on which objects from the cued and neutral categories were presented (Fig. 7A ), RTs were faster when the cued category occupied the triangle vs. the square [t(11) = −4.28, p = 0.001, d = −1.24 ], suggesting that the cued category captured attention. In contrast, for displays containing objects from the noncued and neutral categories (Fig. 7B) , RTs did not differ based on whether the noncued category occupied the triangle or square [t(11) = −1.10, p = 0.294, d = −0.32], suggesting that, despite having been relevant on previous trials, the noncued category did not capture attention compared with a never-relevant category. Finally, for displays containing objects from the cued and noncued categories (Fig. 7C ), RTs were again faster when the cued category occupied the triangle vs. the square [t(11) = −2.41, p = 0.035
Thus, we found evidence that exemplars from the cued category captured attention on a secondary task, relative to both the neutral and non-cued categories. Critically, the objects in this task were completely irrelevant for the triangle judgment, suggesting that attentional capture based on abstract categories can be automatic.
Experiment 2B
Previous research has shown that exchanging an established attentional set for a new one may require suppression of the no longer relevant attentional set (Seidl, Peelen, & Kastner, 2012) . However, in Experiment 2A, there was no sign of suppression for the noncued category relative to the neutral category. One reason might be that the constant switching of the cued and noncued categories across trials prevented the buildup of inhibition for the noncued category. In Experiment 2B, we evaluated this possibility by holding the cued category constant for longer periods of time.
Methods
Participants
Fourteen Princeton University undergraduates (aged 18-22 years, 11 females, normal or corrected-to-normal vision) A cue at the beginning of each trial indicated which object category to detect in the upcoming natural scene photograph. The degree to which attention is automatically allocated to one object category over another was measured on the Btriangle task,^which was inserted in between the cue and the scene. B. Triangle task display types. Members from the cued, noncued, and neutral object categories were presented within the triangle and square shapes. An object from one category was always paired with an object from a second category. Within each category pair, the category to shape assignment randomly switched across trials Fig. 7 Results for Experiment 2A. Mean RTs on the triangle task. For analysis, we compared RTs on displays that contained the same object categories but with the opposing category to shape assignment. A. Displays containing the cued and the neutral categories revealed capture for the cued over the neutral category. B. RTs for displays containing the noncued and neutral categories did not depend on the category to shape assignment. C. Displays containing the cued and the noncued categories revealed capture for the cued over the noncued category. Error bars denote ± SEM, corrected for within-subject comparisons. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 provided informed consent to a protocol approved by the Princeton University IRB. Data from two participants were excluded, because they did not follow task instructions. For purposes of counterbalancing, excluded participants were replaced such that the sample included 12 valid datasets.
Stimuli and apparatus
The apparatus and stimuli were identical to Experiment 2A.
Procedure and design
The experimental design was identical to Experiment 2A with the exception that the cued category no longer switched on a trial-by-trial basis but was held constant over an entire block (48 trials) of the experiment. Blocks of the two task-relevant categories alternated back and forth. In order to encourage participants to start preparing for the category detection task at the beginning of every single trial, the triangle task was omitted on five randomly chosen trials per block. Furthermore, to ensure that even on the first trial of the experiment participants had established an attentional set for the noncued category, the practice phase now contained 48 trials of the pure category detection task. These 48 trials were divided into 4 blocks of 12 trials, during which the cued category was held constant.
Results
Accuracy on the category detection task was 77.91 % [vs. chance: t(11) = 14.82, p < 0.001, d = 4.29]. RTs on trials containing objects from the cued and neutral categories differed depending on whether the cued category occupied the triangle vs. the square [t(11) = −2.30, p = 0.042, d = −0.66; Fig. 8A ], replicating the key result of Experiment 2A. Moreover, as in Experiment 2A, the same effect was observed for trials with objects from cued and noncued categories [t(11) = −3.77, p = 0.003, d = −1.09; Fig. 8C ].
The critical test of suppression lies in the trials that contained objects from the noncued and neutral categories (Fig. 8B) . If the noncued attentional set was suppressed, RTs should be faster when the neutral category occupied the triangle vs. square. However, as in Experiment 2A, RTs did not differ depending on the placement of the categories [t(11) = −0.52, p = 0.616, d = −0.15]. Thus, even when there was a greater opportunity and incentive to discard the no longer relevant attentional set for the noncued category, no such suppression was observed. This suggests that in this experiment attentional capture for target over distracter categories was driven by enhancement for matching objects. At this point, we can only speculate as to why we did not find behavioral evidence of distracter suppression. It is possible that the time period over which the target was held constant was still too short and the switches of the target category too frequent to make suppression an adaptive strategy in the current experiment. Future experiments that systematically vary the length of search for the same category will yield more insight to this question.
Experiment 3
The four preceding experiments demonstrated that, during real-world visual search, an endogenously generated attentional set guides attention toward irrelevant exemplars of the task-relevant category-even if there is little visual overlap between the irrelevant exemplars and the target (in this case the category embedded in the scenes). To make an even stronger case for capture by visually dissimilar yet potentially relevant stimuli, we tested whether attentional capture for a category would not only occur for exemplars of that category, but also for objects that are merely semantically related.
Methods
Participants
Twenty-seven members of the Princeton University community (aged 19-26 years, 21 females, normal or corrected-tonormal vision) provided informed consent to a protocol approved by the Princeton University IRB. Data from three participants were discarded due to low performance on the category detection task (accuracy < 60 % or RT > 2 SD, from group mean). For purposes of counterbalancing, excluded participants were replaced such that the sample included 24 valid datasets. The number of participants was increased in this experiment due to the expectation that effect sizes for semantic associates would be lower than those observed for category exemplars. Displays containing the cued and the neutral categories revealed capture for the cued over the neutral category. B. RTs for displays containing the noncued and neutral categories did not depend on the category to shape assignment. C. Displays containing the cued and the noncued categories revealed capture for the cued over the noncued category. Error bars denote ± SEM, corrected for within-subject comparisons. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01
Stimuli and apparatus
The apparatus was identical to Experiments 1 and 2. Stimuli in the category detection task were identical to Experiments 2A and 2B. In the triangle task, the target and distracter stimuli also were identical to Experiments 2A and 2B. However, the objects presented within the triangle and square were not direct exemplars of the categories, but rather semantically related objects (Fig. 9) .
Semantic associates were chosen based on an online survey in which a separate set of participants (N = 40, aged 19-64 years, 26 females) were asked to name five objects that they associated with people, cars, and trees but were not parts of the objects themselves. We included in the stimulus set two exemplars of the eight most commonly named objects that: 1) did not overlap with any of the objects associated with the other two categories, 2) were not parts of the actual category (e.g., tires), and 3) were not members of the same superordinate category (e.g., trucks).
To confirm that the semantic associates were indeed visually dissimilar from the category exemplars employed in the previous experiments, we quantified the visual similarity between exemplars and associates using the Gabor-jet model-a model of V1 neurons, simulating the filtering of the visual field at multiple scales and orientations (Biederman & Kalocsai, 1997; Lades et al., 1993) . The implementation of the Gabor-jet model was based on Xu & Biederman (2010) . The average pairwise similarity values between exemplars and associates from the three object categories are reported in Table 1 . For each of the three categories, similarity among exemplars was higher than both similarity among associates and similarity between associates and exemplars.
Procedure and design
The procedure and design were identical to Experiment 2A, with the exception that semantic associates rather than exemplars of the cued, noncued, and neutral categories were presented during the triangle task (Fig. 9) .
Results and discussion
Accuracy on the category detection task was 80.96 % [vs. chance: t(23) = 19.60, p < 0.001, d = 4.00]. RTs on trials containing semantic associates of the cued and neutral categories differed depending on whether the semantic associate of the cued category occupied the triangle vs. the square [t(23) = −3.06, p = 0.006, d = −0.62; Fig. 10A] , with faster RTs when it occupied the triangle. Thus, semantic associates of a taskrelevant category capture attention over objects that are semantically associated with a never-relevant category. In contrast, there were no RT differences on trials containing semantic associates of the noncued and neutral categories [t(23) = −1.06, p = 0.302, d = −0.22; Fig. 10B] . Surprisingly, there also was no difference in RTs on trials containing the cued and noncued category [t(23) = 0.95, p = 0.351, d = 0.19; Fig. 10C ].
The lack of a cued vs. noncued difference was unexpected, both theoretically and based on the results of Experiments 2A and 2B, and at this point, we can only speculate on why this might have occurred. One possibility is that participants actively attended to objects in the triangle task to identify how they were related to the cued category. Such a strategy might interfere with the automatic capture effect observed in previous experiments. To summarize, Experiment 3 demonstrated that attention during real-world visual search is automatically guided not only towards exemplars, but also towards semantic associates of the currently relevant object category. The semantic associates had little visual resemblance with the category exemplars used in the previous experiments. These results therefore offer further support for the claim that capture can occur for abstract visual information. Although at least one previous study has demonstrated attentional capture for visually dissimilar objects (Wyble et al., 2013) , the capturing distracters in that case were always members of the target category. In the present study, by contrast, attention was automatically guided towards semantic associates even though they were not included in the target definition. This finding suggests that semantic information stored in long-term memory can influence the allocation of attention, in agreement with previous studies documenting interference by semantically associated distracters during visual search (Meyer, Belke, Telling, & Humphreys, 2007; Moores, Laiti, & Chelazzi, 2003) . Our results add to these existing findings in two important ways.
First, in previous work (Moores et al., 2003) , related distracters were always presented as part of the search display, and it is thus unclear to what extent the observed effects reflect volitional vs. reflexive orienting. In contrast, we showed that related objects capture attention even when presented during a secondary task in which they were completely irrelevant, demonstrating that capture is automatic.
Second, the associates used in previous work were arguably closer in semantic space than the ones used here. For instance, according to a large database of free association norms (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998) , the probability of generating the object pairs used in Moores et al. (2003) , when cued with one member of the pair, was on average 0.28 (range: 0-0.8). In contrast the probability of generating the associations used in the current study was on average only 0.04 (range: 0-0.37). Thus, the present results suggest that automatic activation of associated category representations can occur in a widespread manner during real-world visual search.
General discussion
The present study was designed to determine whether contingent attentional capture extends beyond simple well-defined visual features (Folk et al., 2002; Folk & Remington, 1998; Folk et al., 1992; Folk et al., 1994) to situations of real-world visual search in which the specific appearance of a target object within a scene is largely unknown in advance. In Experiments 1A and 1B, we found that distracter objects belonging to a category relevant for the search task impaired detection performance. This capture effect was limited to trials on which scenes followed the distracters within less than 300 ms-a time window consistent with studies investigating contingent capture for simple visual features (Folk et al., 2002; Lamy, Leber, & Egeth, 2004; Leblanc & Jolicoeur, 2005) . Experiment 1B further showed that impaired detection performance occurred for both central and peripheral distracters, suggesting that it does not necessarily depend on the misdirection of spatial attention. In Experiments 2A and 2B, we demonstrated that capture by exemplars from the search target category is automatic, as it occurred on a secondary task when the object categories were completely task-irrelevant. Using a neutral third category, we were further able to deduce that these capture effects reflect enhancement of the cued category rather than suppression of the noncued category. Finally, Experiment 3 showed that automatic capture does not only occur for members of the cued object category but also for objects that are semantically related. Fig. 10 Results for Experiment 3. Mean RTs on the triangle task. For analysis, we compared RTs on displays that contained the associates from the same object categories but with the opposing category to shape assignment. A. Displays containing the semantic associates of the cued and the neutral categories revealed capture for the cued over the neutral category. B. RTs for displays containing the associates of the non-cued and neutral categories did not depend on the category to shape assignment. C. There was no evidence for capture by associates of the cued category over associates of the noncued category. Error bars denote ± SEM, corrected for within-subject comparisons. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01
The present results suggest that mechanisms of attentional capture (Folk et al., 2002; Folk & Remington, 1998; Folk et al., 1992; Folk et al., 1994) apply when target-defining features are not precisely known and hence an abstract attentional set is required. This is consistent with a recent study that reported contingent attentional capture during search for conceptually defined targets (Wyble et al., 2013) . We extend these findings by showing that capture for complex visual information occurs in an automatic fashion, making it a useful mechanism for finding objects in the real world where behaviorally relevant information often appears in unexpected locations or unexpected points in time. Although the majority of the reported experiments investigated capture of spatial attention, Experiment 1A showed that capture also can occur for nonspatial attention. An interesting avenue for future research will be to compare capture of spatial and nonspatial attention during real-world visual search. These two forms of Bcapturem ay rely on distinct mechanisms, with processing delays in spatial attention resulting from a need to reorient and in nonspatial attention from a central bottleneck, as in the AB (Chun & Potter, 1995) . Regardless of the mechanisms, we assume that in both cases the origin of the effect is the match between an abstract attentional set and the distracter item. At the neural level, this attentional set may be implemented through the preactivation of category-selective neurons in objectselective cortex while preparing for real-world visual search (Peelen & Kastner, 2011) .
We have interpreted the results of all experiments presented here as reflecting attentional capture that occurs when a distracter matches the abstract attentional set required for real-world visual search. However, there are some differences between the paradigm used in Experiment 1 and that used in Experiments 2 and 3 that are worth noting. In particular, in Experiments 1A and 1B, the delay period between the cue and scene onset was variable and distracters could appear at potentially relevant time points. Due to the unpredictable timing of events, it is likely that participants immediately implemented the relevant attentional set following the cue stimulus. In contrast, in Experiments 2 and 3, the timing of events was fixed and for the most part the triangle task occurred on every trial (this was not true in Experiment 2B, which included a small percentage of catch trials, for which no triangle task was presented). Thus, it is possible that rather than immediately implementing the relevant attentional set, participants merely held the category cue in WM until completion of the triangle task, and only afterwards activated the attentional set for the search task. Previous work has shown that holding a verbal cue in WM can result in attentional capture by visual information (Soto & Humphreys, 2007) , implying the existence of an automatic link between verbal WM and visual representations. Thus, one might argue that the capture effects observed are driven by WM representations rather than search-related attentional sets.
To understand whether this distinction is meaningful, a more complete account of the interactions between working memory and attention is needed. Early studies failed to show an interaction between working memory load and search performance, suggesting that target-related attentional sets do not rely on the same representations as items held in WM (Logan, 1978 (Logan, , 1979 Woodman, Vogel, & Luck, 2001 ). However, later work found interference between object WM and visual search when the need for maintaining an active target-related attentional set was increased due to frequent changes of the search target (Woodman, Luck, & Schall, 2007) . Although it is unclear whether WM representations of the cues and searchrelated attentional sets rely on common resources, they do differ in terms of timing and processing steps with respect to how they could support the current task: the attentional set can be immediately adopted, whereas WM for the cue would allow the attentional set to be adopted strategically at a later point. Such differences may provide a way forward for future research on this issue.
Our results further show that objects that are merely semantically associated with the target category also automatically attract attention. This finding makes a strong case that attentional capture occurs for abstract information, because the capture stimuli were visually dissimilar from the target category exemplars. Attending to objects that are semantically associated with a target during visual search may be useful in that associated objects can be predictive of the location of the search target itself (Biederman, 1972) . Recent work has shown that categories that are close in semantic space also are represented in close spatial proximity in the brain, creating a continuous representation of a semantic object space across cortex (Huth, Nishimoto, Vu, & Gallant, 2012) . Thus, attentional capture for semantic associates may be driven by a spread of activation to close by object representations during preparation for visual search.
Whereas the current result converges with other studies showing attentional guidance by semantically associated objects (Moores et al., 2003) , other studies have found this kind of guidance to be dependent on visual similarity. In particular, Calleja and Rich (2013) found WM-guided capture for distracters that belonged to the same category as an item stored in WM, but only as long as the WM item and the same-category distracter were visually similar. We posit that whether capture extends to semantic associates depends on the specificity of the attentional set that is encouraged by task demands. In Calleja and Rich (2013) , for instance, the WM item was always the image of a specific object. Even though participants performed a match-to-category task, the presentation of a specific image as the WM item may have interfered with the implementation of an abstract attentional set.
More broadly, the finding of attentional capture by objects that are associated in semantic long-term memory adds to a growing literature showing that a wide range of memory processes can guide the allocation of attention (Hutchinson & Turk-Browne, 2012) . Different forms of memory may differ in the extent to which the control they exert over attention is volitional or automatic. Thus far, automatic capture has been demonstrated for incidentally learned statistical regularities (Zhao, Al-Aidroos, & Turk-Browne, 2013 ) and for items that are stored in working memory (Soto et al., 2005) . Our results additionally show that attentional guidance by semantic memory can be automatic. Further work will be needed to determine whether the influence of episodic memories on the allocation of attention can occur in a similarly reflexive manner.
Finally, the paradigms developed here may prove useful for addressing other questions about the mechanisms involved in real-world visual search. For instance, one recent study used a paradigm similar to Experiments 2 and 3 to examine what people look for when they are instructed to detect object categories in a scene, that is, the contents of the attentional set used during real-world visual search (Reeder & Peelen, 2013) . The study revealed attentional capture for silhouettes of objects, irrespective of their orientation and location in space, as well as for silhouettes of object parts. These results suggest that the attentional set is comprised of location-and viewinvariant contours of representative object parts. Although it was not our goal to map the contents of attentional sets during real-world search, the results from Experiment 3 suggest that the attentional set for a category is not restricted to the diagnostic visual features of a prototype, but also includes semantic features shared with dissimilar looking objects and categories.
Conclusions
Across five experiments, we found reliable evidence that during visual search for categories, attention is automatically and efficiently drawn toward target category exemplars and semantic associates. The reflexive and selective nature of this orienting may constitute an adaptive mechanism for real-world visual search, allowing for the detection of useful information even when it appears at unexpected locations or points in time.
